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Fairy Yu Mei and Daoist Zhenyi had no choice but to agree that as long as Yun Chujiu could pass the 

ninth level, they would also reward her with a mid-grade spirit weapon. However, their thoughts were 

the same as Du Guyi’s. This little girl was just too straightforward, and it was impossible for her to pass 

the ninth level! 

 

With her spiritual power level, she would be lucky if she could pass the third level! 

 

Su Yanran looked coldly at the smiling Yun Chujiu from afar. ‘A fourth level Spirit Enhanced cultivator 

actually dares to participate in the sect competition. She really overestimated herself. Yun Chujiu, you’ll 

definitely become the laughingstock this time! And I, Su Yanran, will amaze the entire Qingxuan 

continent!’ 

 

The disciples who participated in the Wuwei Tower trial will receive a jade token. After injecting their 

spiritual sense into it, their points will be displayed on the stone wall in real time. 

 

When it was time, the gate of the Wuwei Tower finally opened! The disciples who participated in the 

competition swarmed in like a swarm of bees. Only Yun Chujiu was wandering leisurely at the back! 

 

‘Seriously, what’s the rush?!’ 

 

‘It’s not like they will not be able to snatch the items if they entered too late. Everyone will encounter a 

different scenario, alright?! It’s an individual fight, so what’s the rush, idiots!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu was still in the mood to wave her hands at Du Guyi and the others. “Sect leaders, I’m going 

in. Prepare your spirit tools, I’ll definitely pass the ninth level!” 

 

Du Guyi snorted coldly. ‘The ninth level, dream on! I bet you won’t even pass the third level!’ 

 



Yun Chujiu walked into the Wuwei Tower as she calculated in her heart. ‘The last time I entered the 

Great Void Mystic Realm, I was ejected out. I don’t know if I’ll be able to do it again this time!’ 

 

Fortunately, Yun Chujiu successfully entered the Wuwei Tower and was not ejected. Yun Chujiu could 

not help but tease Furry. “Furry, look at the weapon spirit of the Wuwei Tower. It’s much smarter than 

you! It did not eject me!” 

 

Furry said fawningly, “Master, I was blind. How would I know that you’re so powerful? If I knew that you 

were so powerful, I would’ve helped you take care of that fair scum!” 

 

“What kind of place am I being teleported to? Why is there nothing here?”Yun Chujiu realized that the 

place she was in seemed to be an empty house. Other than the pitch-black walls around her, there was 

nothing else. 

 

“Master, perhaps a demonic beast will appear later or something!” Furry said with some uncertainty. 

 

Yun Chujiu was initially on guard. Later, she simply asked the rolling pin to be on guard. She then took 

out a recliner and lay down on it to catch up on her sleep. She actually fell asleep! 

 

At that time, the stone wall outside had already begun to show everyone’s points. No one had expected 

that Su Yanran of the Heavenly Gates Sect would be ranked first in the points rankings! 

 

When everyone asked around, they found out that Su Yanran was actually a new disciple of the 

Heavenly Gates Sect. Moreover, she had already broken through to the first layer of the Spirit Cultivator 

realm half a month ago! What a monstrous speed of advancement! A well-deserved genius! 

 

Other than Su Yanran, there was another person who had also become the focus of everyone’s 

attention. 

 



It still depended on how the other rankings fluctuated. There was only one person whose ranking 

remained unchanged! The name of the 400th place had been firmly occupied by Yun Chujiu! Zero 

points! It stayed at zero points! 

 

Du Guyi did not want to laugh at first. After all, he had lost his status as the sect leader of a sect. 

However, Du Guyi really hated Yun Chujiu too much, hence, he said with a smile, “Master Xuanyuan, this 

Yun Chujiu of Spirit Radiance Sect’s results are really stable! It seems that I can’t give away my spirit 

weapon.” 

 

Master Xuanyuan smiled faintly. “Master Du Guyi, as long as Yun Chujiu is not ejected from the Wuwei 

Tower, anything can happen. A zero now does not mean that she will get a zero in the future. The trial 

has just begun, so why are you so anxious?!” 

 

Du Guyi sneered. “Then let’s wait and see!” 

 


